PEDESTRIAN AREA LIGHT INSTALLATION

EATON (COOPER) INVUE MESA LED.

POLE TENON TO FIT LUMINAIRE

VIBRATION DAMPER (INSIDE)

GENERAL CAMPUS STANDARD, BLACK COLOR FOR FIXTURE AND POLE

HOUSING STANDARD, GREY COLOR FOR FIXTURE AND POLE

4" STRAIGHT ROUND POLE

GROUND LUG IN HANDHOLE

RECESSED HANDHOLE AND COVER

BASE COVER, FLUSH WITH FINISHED GRADE WHEN INSTALLED IN PAVEMENT.

CONCRETE FOUNDATION EXPOSED 8" HT, WHEN INSTALLED IN LAWN AREAS.

16'-0" MOUNTING HEIGHT

14'-0" POLE LENGTH

12'-0" POLE LENGTH

18" BASE COVER, FLUSH WITH FINISHED GRADE WHEN INSTALLED IN PAVEMENT.

FINISHED GRADE

UIUC CAMPUS GENERAL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING STANDARD

UIUC HOUSING LIGHTING STANDARD

NOT TO SCALE